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Abstract

The origin of texture components often associated with rare-earth element (REE)
additions in wrought magnesium alloys is a long-standing problem in magnesium
technology. While their inuence on the texture is unquestionable, it is not yet
clear why certain texture components, such as «112̄1» ‖ extrusion direction; are
favored over other components typically observed in traditional magnesium al-
loys. The objective of this research is to identify the mechanisms accountable
for these RE textures during early stages of recrystallization. Electron backscat-
tered diffraction and transmission electron microscopy analyses reveal that REEs
in zinc-containing magnesium alloys corroborate discontinuous dynamic recrys-
tallization. REEs promote isotropic growth for all nuclei generated through the
bulging mechanism. During nucleation, the effect of REEs on orientation selec-
tion was explained by the diversified activity of both <101̄0> and [0001] Taylor
axes in the same grain with a marked preference for [0001] rotations to occur
first. During nuclei growth, no growth preference was observed when sufficient
REEs are added in the zinc-containing magnesium alloys, instead isotropic nu-
clei growth across all grain orientations occurs. This phenomenon is attributed to
REEs segregating to grain boundaries (GBs), in agreement with prior computa-
tional and theoretical results (Barrett et al., Scripta Mater 146:46–50, 2018) that
show a more isotropic GB energy and mobility after segregation.



1 Introduction
The propensity for magnesium (Mg) to develop sharp textures during thermome-
chanical processing (TMP) has plagued its future as an ideal lightweight material
in the automotive, aerospace, and defense applications. In a similar manner to
single crystals, sharp textures respond to mechanical loads with strong anisotropy
and asymmetry [1,2]. This can be problematic in application. For example, a
typical rolled sheet cannot withstand large strains along arbitrary directions prior
to fracture, a severe problem for forming of Mg alloys. Moreover, a thin-walled
hollow tubes made from Mg alloys are observed to shatter into pieces prior to
absorbing impact under crash conditions [3-10].

The ease of basal slip and the dislocation recovery mechanisms operating in
Mg alloys have been long understood to promote sharp textures. Basal slip causes
the basal poles to align themselves with the loading direction,[1,2] whereas dy-
namic recovery confines these planes to rotate, only around the <c>-axis within
subgrains formed by prismatic dislocations, and the prismatic axes within sub-
grains constructed by basal and pyramidal dislocations [11,12]. Those types of
rotations occur because [0001] is the Taylor axis for prismatic slip, while <101̄0>
is the common one to both basal and pyramidal <c+a> slips [11,13-15]. Weak
textures could have well developed if rotations could have been effected around
an axis that deviates the <c>-axis from the main loading direction. However, there
is no active slip mode with such a desirable Taylor axis.

Dynamic recrystallization (DRX) has been observed to occur either continu-
ously (CDRX) or discontinuously (DDRX) depending on the temperature, strain,
and strain rate. These external factors directly affect dislocation generation and
multiplication at mantle regions, while microstructure and defects such as grain
boundaries (GBs), solutes, and particles could either promote or limit the driving
force underscored in dislocation recovery [16-22]. Regardless of the predominant
DRX mechanism in the processing condition, the sharp deformation texture would
be either untouched or further sharpened in traditional Mg alloys [2]. The most
successful approach to overcome this shortage has recently been alloying with
rare-earth elements (REEs) including cerium (Ce), gadolinium (Gd), neodymium
(Nd), lanthanum (La), and yttrium (Y) all caused noticeable texture modifications,
resulting in a reduction in the strength of the basal texture [15,23-25].

Not limited to texture weakening, REE additions were suggested to boost
ductility by virtue of softening pyramidal <c+a> slip. Sandlöbes et al. [26,27]
reported that additions of Y could bolster <c+a> dislocation activity because Y
decreases the energy of the I1 stacking fault (ISF1), which acts as a nucleation
site for <c+a> dislocations [28,29]. Ce and Nd additions were observed to cause
similar non-basal slip enhancement by activating pyramidal <a> slip and by de-
creasing the critical resolved shear stress CRSS ratios between various active slip
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modes [15,30,31]. Despite the ductility improvements associated with REEs in
Mg, the required temperatures for acceptable formability of inner door panels still
remain above 150 ◦C temperature, and one reason for this appears to be the fact
that the texture after processing (although modified) is still sharp [23,32].

These limitations have provoked interest in the mechanisms through which
REEs modify textures, motivating research that will lead to identifying a rational
design strategy that can harness the beneficial effects of REE to reach the required
properties and performance of these alloys. Hantzsche et al. [33] and several other
authors such as Hadorn et al. [15] showed that a compositional threshold exists for
each REE whereupon texture intensity drops drastically. Several researchers re-
ported that the essential texture weakening takes place upon DRX [23-25,33,34].
Bohlen et al. [23] and Barnett et al. [35] confirmed that a recrystallized portion
of the microstructure under extrusion has always a <112̄1> ‖ ED (extrusion di-
rection) component, characteristic of REEs, and hence referred to as "RE texture"
[24,25]. A <101̄0> ‖ ED fiber with lower intensity was also reported to emerge
with the RE texture. Furthermore, the RE texture is able to survive subsequent
nuclei growth, which correlates with further texture randomization phenomena
[23,25,33,36-38]. The origin of the RE texture is a metallurgical conundrum,
added atop of the mechanisms underlying the effect of REEs on texture weaken-
ing.

Research experience with the legacy of cubic materials triggered a few authors
to propose the so-called particle stimulated nucleation (PSN) as responsible for
the rise of new orientations which do not occur in classical Mg alloys,[39,40]
thereby, advocating for discontinuous DRX (DDRX). However, Al-Samman and
Li [41] showed that RE texture and texture weakening can occur, even in cases
where the fraction of RE-containing precipitates remains too dismal to bring about
a macroscopic effect. Robson et al. [42] confirmed that grains that recrystallized
close to GBs attained larger sizes and survived longer than those recrystallized by
a PSN effect.

As the PSN mechanism began to prove less than ideal, a few authors such
as Hadorn et al. [43] suggested that REEs in solid solution could actually al-
ter the deformation mechanisms in a way that disrupts how geomet-rically nec-
essary dislocation (GND) structures develop in the material. On a related note,
Stanford[24] indicated that RE effect greatly depends upon the way solute atoms
interact with both dislocations and GBs. A GB with segregated RE solutes be-
comes sluggish,[36,43-45] and hence, more resistant to migration and/or bulging,
which are essential phenomena for continuous DRX to operate [36]. Nie et al.
[46] showed in fact a periodic segregation pattern in twin boundaries (TBs), while
Hadorn et al. [44] confirmed that segregation proceeds without a truly describable
pattern in high angle GBs. Therefore, CDRX and DDRX might be concomitantly
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active over the course of any TMP, making nucleation and growth of DRX nuclei
with the RE texture difficult to examine under the microscope.

Stanford and Barnett[25] captured RE-textured grains forming within shear
bands in a Mg-RE alloy, while the rest of recrystallized grains predominantly
adopt a <112̄0> fiber. Sandlöbes et al. [27] corroborated this proposal and further
observed that REEs promote a more uniform distribution of shear bands. How-
ever, results from several authors[15,23,30,43,47] showed the omnipresence of
RE texture without any prior formation of shear bands, thus removing the shear
band hypothesis from the list of required root-cause mechanisms. Stability of RE-
oriented nuclei is another aspect to this puzzle, where there might be a handful of
randomly oriented nuclei that do not get the chance for further growth [3]. Such
nucleation sites would remain undiscovered due to the rather large progress of
DRX after processing.

One could also envisage that REEs do not promote nucleation of RE-textured
embryos per se, but only promote their stability during the growth stages. Thus,
the role of nuclei growth in the grain orientation selection/elimination process
must be clarified. While traditional Mg alloys tend to sharpen their texture during
static annealing,[3,48] RE-containing Mg alloys do exactly the opposite [33]. Ac-
cordingly, one can hypothesize that RE addition manipulates growth preferences
with a specific bias [41].

Recent analyses by the present authors of the misorientation relationships that
occur between recrystallized grains and their parents in traditional Mg alloys
(AM30) demonstrated the key role that GB energy and mobility play in texture
formation and stabilization during nucleation and growth of recrystallized grains,
respectively. Cusps in GB energy around a given Taylor axis acts as a trap for
rotations of subgrain, prompting them to settle at singular boundaries, usually
TBs, and a such, only a few orientations became favored during the nucleation
process. Moreover, some of these boundaries have extremely high mobility, see-
ing their grains grow abnormally and prevail in the final texture. In this paper,
we hypothesize that these mechanisms, which explain sharp texturing in classical
Mg alloys, are altered by REEs in a fashion that would lead to the RE texture
and ensuing texture randomization. This hypothesis is supported by the universal
agreement that REEs tend to segregate at GBs [42]. Strong GB drag effects have
been observed in ternary alloys containing both Ca and Zn, which suggests im-
portant co-segregation effects beyond solute segregation of the individual species
[49]. We attempt to identify some of the key mechanisms that govern the effect of
REEs on the behavior of GBs during nucleation and nuclei growth.

We examine four REE-containing alloys with different DRX resistance, and
vary the processing conditions to track the changes in microstructure and texture
evolutions from the nucleation stage to the point where the grain growth stage
is nearly completed. Exploiting predesigned processing parameters enables us to
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identify the most important nucleation sites, and examine the influence of static
and DRX on the growth of nuclei/grains with new orientations.

2 Experimental Procedure

2.1 Alloy Compositions
We tested four alloys containing Al, Mn, and Y but with varying concentrations
of Zn and Mischmetal (MM, see Table 1), and applied two extrusion speeds to
all of them. The purpose of adding Al, Mn, and Zn was to understand the effect
of REEs on RE-texture formation within complex alloy compositions that have
recently been developed by alloy designers. In fact, Mn additions are usually
added to getter Fe from solid solution, which would be otherwise deleterious to
the corrosion resistance. The Al content was higher than most Mg-RE alloys (>0.2
pct), but as we will see, it did not hamper formation of RE-texture components.

Zn content was high in two alloys (1.2 wt pct for Alloys A and B) and low
for the other two (0.4 wt pct, Alloys C and D). One of the Zn-rich alloys (Alloy
B) was enriched in MM, while the other one was left without, and the same was
applied for the two other alloys with low Zn content. Y was added to all the four
alloys with a concentration substantially above the threshold for texture weak-
ening observed in binary Mg-Y alloys. However, one should bear in mind that
presence of Zn and Al may change the threshold limit as Y tends to segregate into
the Mg-Zn-Y precipitates and RE-containing aluminides [41,50]. Nevertheless,
the nominal content of Y was high enough to enable RE-texture formation even
in alloys with highest concentrations of Zn and Al, and no MM.

MM has slow bulk diffusion in Mg, so when it exists in high concentrations
(e.g., Alloy B), particularly when accompanied by Zn, recrystallization kinetics
are expected to be relatively slower. In fact, co-segregation of Zn and MM into
the GBs is believed to retard recrystallization kinetics [49]. As such, their effect
will be important during nuclei growth when the kinetics of recrystallization are
counterbalanced by a high extrusion speed, promoting the density of nucleation
sites through larger area reduction/plastic strain. In contrast, at low extrusion
speed, where recrystallization is supposed to be slow, the absence of MM (Alloys
A and C) makes it suitable to observe the effect of Y on the development of RE
texture during grain nucleation. In general, the slow recrystallization kinetics at
low extrusion speed are expected to allow tracing nucleation of grains with an
RE/random texture type orientation at early stages for all alloys as they all con-
tain Y. Similarly, the fast kinetics are expected to allow appreciating how varying
concentrations of REEs, with or without Zn, affect the overall texture strength
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Table 1: Chemical Composition of Alloys in wt pct Mea-
sured by ICP-AES Method

Alloys Composition (Wt Pct)
Zn Al Mn Y MM

A 1.20 0.53 0.27 1.70 0.02
B 1.10 0.49 0.30 2.20 0.41
C 0.40 0.57 0.29 2.05 -
D 0.41 0.58 0.29 2.04 0.30
The balance metal is Mg. MM composition: 55.90 Ce-
30.50 La-6.80 Pd-5.20 Nd-1.60 others (wt pct).

and RE-texture development during DRX and nuclei/grain growth. The chemical
composition of the alloys are listed in Table 1.

2.2 Experiments
The alloy billets, in cast condition, were solution annealed at 450 ◦C for 10 hours
under flowing argon gas atmosphere followed by immediate water quenching.
After annealing, the chemical composition was analyzed using atomic emission
spectroscopy (ICP-AES) method. Solution-treated alloys were machined to cylin-
drical specimens ∼32 mm (1.25 in.) in diameter and ∼25 mm (1 in.) and were
subject to indirect extrusion at ram speeds of 10 and 40 mm/min with an area
reduction ratio of 6 at 450 ◦C followed by air cooling. It should be noted that
conducting extrusion increased the actual temperature by 5 ◦C to 7 ◦C, which
is believed to have a consistently minor effect in the texture and microstructure
evolutions during DRX. It is worth noting that static recrystallization, though mi-
nor, could take place during air cooling of the extrudates. In order to observe the
individual effect of static recrystallization and further nuclei/grain growth, post
annealing was conducted for 20 and 180 minutes at 450 ◦C on select samples.
Samples were cut along the radial and transverse directions to examine the mi-
crostructural and texture evolutions on planes normal to ED and normal to extru-
sion radial direction (ERD). The ERD is a radial direction of the cylinder that is
normal to ED.

The different samples were then characterized using several different tech-
niques. Samples were extracted from the center of the extrudates in the steady-
state region, and were grounded by standard metallographic techniques and pol-
ished using 0.06 µm colloidal silica (Struers OPS) for 10 minutes. In preparation
for electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD), electro-polishing was carried out
on polished samples in chilled Struers C1 solution at 25 V for 120 seconds. Sam-
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ples were sonicated for 20 minutes after preparation in absolute ethanol to remove
artifacts from the surface. Texture measurements were conducted on transverse
cross-sectional (plane normal to ERD) and radial cross-sectional (plane normal to
ED) planes using EBSD and X-ray diffraction (XRD), respectively. EBSD anal-
yses were performed using a field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM)
at the operating voltage of 20 kV.

In order to acquire statistically reliable data, several EBSD scans were per-
formed on the selected samples, and the best representative results are used in the
present paper. XRD macro-texture measurements were conducted by measuring
six incomplete experimental pole figures from a = 5 to 80 deg using Cu Kα ra-
diation at 40 kV and 30 mA with a Rigaku SmartLab facility. The experimental
pole figures ({0002}, {101̄0}; {101̄0}; {1012}; {1013}; {112̄0}) were used to
calculate the orientation distribution function using MTEX toolbox in MATLAB
[51]. The validity of macro-texture results was confirmed by selecting four sam-
ples from the center of each extrudate. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
disks with 3 mm in diameter were punched from foils grounded to the thickness
of 200 µm followed by ion milling at 3.5 kV until perforation. TEM imaging and
STEM EDX analysis were conducted by a JEOL 2100 TEM operating at 200 kV.

3 Results and Discussion
The outcomes of this study are organized in the following manner. The experi-
mental results are separated into the texture and microstructure evolutions during
low- and high-speed extrusions (Section III–A). Section III–B explores DRX nu-
cleation sites and the role of active recrystallization mechanisms exploiting low-
speed extrusions in the early stages of recrystallization. Afterwards, the results
of fast extrusion along with post annealing not only did display the significance
of the grain growth on texture evolutions, but also unraveled some discernable
distinctions in the texture patterns of the dynamically and statically recrystallized
samples.

3.1 Influence of Chemical Composition and Extrusion Condi-
tion

In order to analyze the effect of extrusion condition and chemical composition on
texture modification of RE, a series of extrusions at 10 and 40 mm/min and 450
◦C were conducted. Faster recrystallization kinetics during high-speed extrusion
pertain to a higher nucleation rate of DRX grains, which is granted by the high
level of the strain energy delivered and stored in the matrix.
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3.1.1 Texture evolution

3.1.1.1 Low-speed extrusions Figures 1(a) through (d) show recalculated XRD
inverse pole figures of the four slowly extruded alloys. Recalculated inverse
pole figures reveal a quite strong <101̄0> ‖ ED fiber texture along with a rela-
tively weak RE texture. This RE texture has been identified to lie very closely to
<224̄3>‖ED component. For traditional Mg alloys, <101̄0> fiber has been shown
to correlate with the parent grains and a portion of the recrystallized grains [52].
For the parent grains, it results from extensive basal, pyramidal <c+a> and pris-
matic slip modes, which, having the <101̄0> and [0001] as Taylor axes, respec-
tively, align the basal planes with ED. Our texture and micro-texture analyses
indicate that this must be also the case for the present alloys.

Due to small area reduction ratio (i.e., 1:6) and thus, probably a lack of suf-
ficient stored deformation energy, approximately over 85 pct area fraction of the
microstructures in Figures 1(a) through (d) are composed of deformed grains.
Hence, the texture intensities remain noticeably high. However, these high tex-
ture intensities did not prohibit formation of strong RE-texture component [33].
This must be due to the relatively pronounced presence of Y, which despite the
presence of Zn, Al, and Mn and their ability to reduce its solid solution content
by precipitation (see Section 3.2.2.3), was added in sufficient quantities to prompt
nucleation of grains with orientations characterizing the effect of REEs (Figures
1(a) and (c)).

However, relying only on the content of REEs to expect texture weakening
entails that Alloys D and B, having the highest contents of MM should have the
weakest texture of them all. In reality, Alloy C has the lowest maximum texture
intensity value among the slowly extruded billets. This apparent contention is
explained by the difference in the rate of recrystallization, which is relatively faster
in Alloy C with no MM. As previously indicated, the kinetics of recrystallization
is dependent upon the combined amount of Zn, Y, and MM content of the alloys
which would tend to slow down recrystallization. In fact, a high combined content
of these elements could result in an increased mutual segregation and/or diffusion
in dislocation core, which would hamper GB and/or dislocation mobility [49].
Therefore, it is no wonder why Alloy C, having the lowest net content of Zn,
Y, and MM, developed the lowest texture intensities. Actually, according to this
interpretation, the kinetics are expected to be faster in the following order: Alloy
C≥Alloy D�Alloy A > Alloy B, which is fully consistent with our observations
(Figure 2).

However, as the development of RE texture hinges on mutually fast recrystal-
lization kinetics and higher REE concentrations, Alloys A and C showed higher
intensities of RE texture than Alloys B and D (Figure 1). Alloys A and C in fact
had sufficient fraction of DRX grains for the RE texture to emerge in the texture
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Figure 1: Recalculated inverse pole figures (IPFs) after 10 and 40 mm/min – 450
◦C extrusion (with 1:6 area reduction ratio) of (a, e) Alloy A with 1.2 pct zinc and
0.02 pct Mischmetal; (b, f) Alloy B with 1.1 pct zinc and 0.41 pct Mischmetal; (c,
g) Alloy C with and 0.4 pct zinc and no Mischmetal, and (d, h) Alloy D with 0.41
pct zinc and 0.31 pct Mischmetal. All alloys contain about 2 pct of yttrium. The
accuracy of texture measurements was ± 0.2. IPFs refer to extrusion direction. The
concentration of key elements are also noted on the IPFs in wt pct.
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Figure 2: Inverse pole figure maps of (a, e) Alloy A with 1.2 pct zinc and 0.02 pct
Mischmetal, (b, f) Alloy B with 1.1 pct zinc and 0.41 pct Mischmetal, (c, g) Alloy C
with 0.40 pct zinc and no Mischmetal, and (d, h) Alloy D with 0.41 pct zinc and 0.30
pct Mischmetal after 10 and 40 mm/min – 450 ◦C extrusion with 1:6 area reduction
ratio. The concentration of key elements are in wt pct.
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Figure 3: Electron backscattered diffraction analyses revealing dynamic recovery
taking place in Alloy B extruded at 450 ◦C with 10 mm/min ram speed. (a) An
inverse pole figure ED map showing continuous dynamic recrystallization by 28 deg
rotation around [0001] axis. (b) An inverse pole figure ND map showing continuous
dynamic recrystallization by rotations around <101̄0>.

plots. Y and MM ought to be high enough to produce typical RE effect, while
net Zn, Y and MM concentration should be sufficiently low to allow for reason-
able amount of recrystallization to occur. That is, while the texture component
became more diversified as MM concentrations increased, RE-texture evolution
wassubstantially delayed so much so that it was hardly any visible in Alloy B.

From a statistical point of view, the intensity of RE texture depends on the
density of available nucleation sites and the stability of their nucleated grains dur-
ing the nuclei growth stages. For instance, EBSD analyses indicate that Alloy
A (with less MM content) has relatively thinner bands of deformed grains than
Alloy B, and hence more GB area and a higher probability for the RE orienta-
tions to nucleate are noticed (Figures 2(a) and (b)). It is worth mentioning that
continuous rotation of cell-structures within the bands of deformed grains during
extrusion eliminated the effects of initial grain size on their thickness (Figure 3).
As mentioned, DRX kinetics were very sluggish in Alloy B due to the higher
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concentrations of MM that obstruct GB motion [36]. Hence, in stark agreement
with the results of recalculated IPFs shown in Figure 1, Alloy B has less poten-
tial for developing RE texture than Alloy A. Furthermore, Alloys C and D with
slightly higher volume fraction of DRX grains than Alloys A and B, as illustrated
by Figures 2(a) through (d), exhibit smaller maximum texture intensities (Figure
1). Comparing the IPFs of Alloys C and D in Figure 1 proves that the intensity of
RE-texture component is directly connected to the DRX kinetics. Having under-
gone slower DRX kinetics due to the greater net amount of MM, Alloy D develops
reduced RE-texture intensities than Alloy C (no MM additions). Finally, Alloy D
displays a weaker texture compared to all other alloys, which had either a slower
recrystallization rate (Alloy B) or a lower fraction of MM content (Alloy C). Thus,
Y proves less effective than MM in texture modification.

3.1.1.2 High-speed extrusions The highly stored energy level associated with
the high-speed extrusion allowed substantial texture weakening, as intensities
were approximately 10 m.r.d. (multiple of a random distribution) less than those
retrieved from low-speed extrusion (Figure 1). IPF mapping shows that Alloys
C and D have developed a higher fraction of DRX grains and a wider range of
texture components than Alloys A and B (Figures 2(e) through (h)). However, RE
texture (e.g., <112̄1>‖ED) was pervasive in all the four alloys. Alloy D exhib-
ited the most versatile texture components owing to the added presence of MM.
In contrast, Alloy A not only recrystallized slower, it did not benefit from MM.
However, it still shows RE texture atop of a stronger [0001]‖ED component. This
phenomenon underscores that the all alloys tend to develop RE texture during the
nucleation stage, but it is just a problem of the kinetics for this texture to manifest
itself in the IPFs.

As pointed out, in addition to a pervasive <112̄1>‖ ED texture component for
all alloys, there is a fairly high fraction of grains having the basal pole parallel to
ED, i.e., [0001]‖ED (Figures 2(e) through (h)). These grains have been detected
in IPF maps, revealing that the misorientation angle and axis across the GB are
approximately 90 ± 2 deg and 132̄7141̄; respectively. This misorientation axis is
actually very close to <12̄10>. There are two very low energy GBs that fall close
to this misorientation relationship. First is the coherent {1012} TB with about 87
deg misorientation angle, and the second is the basal–prismatic (BP) asymmetric
tilt GB with 90 deg misorientation. Barrett and El Kadiri[53] demonstrated that
the BP boundary develops the lowest excessive potential energy among all asym-
metric tilt boundaries observed in the literature. In addition, it systematically
facets with the {1012} TB making it easy to form two-dimensional embryos. The
low energy of this type of boundary may be a driving force for DDRX/parent in-
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terface may be the driving force for nucleation and migration of such a boundary,
leading to a new texture component in the microstructure.

3.1.2 Microstructural observations

Figure 2 shows typical microstructures obtained by slow and fast extrusion. One
can observe that extrusion speed changes the DRX volume fraction significantly,
which insinuates the dominance of DRX over static recrystallization during air
cooling of the as-extruded billets. The grains in pancake-like morphology lying
parallel to the ED correspond to parent grains. Their orientations are majorly
clustered near the <101̄0>‖ ED fiber, accounting for the sharp texture intensities
in the calculated inverse pole figures in Figure 1. Both shape and orientation of
grains develop in a similar fashion as in traditional Mg alloys, prompting GBs
with a predominant tilt character.

Alloy B shows comparatively a dearth of recrystallized grains (Figures 2(b)
and (f)) but very large parent grains. Next, recrystallized grains in fine lines are
detectable in Alloy A as they nucleate on GBs between parent grains. Alloy D
exhibits a higher fraction of recrystallized grains than Alloy A, but they seem to
spread more homogeneously in the matrix, whereas GBs of parent grains remain
harder to define. In Alloy C, uninterrupted necklaces of recrystallized grains dec-
orate most GBs in relatively thick lines. These microstructural observations sub-
stantiate the order of recrystallization kinetics between the four alloys described
in the previous section.

3.2 Contribution of Recrystallization Mechanisms
One approach to elucidate the mechanisms of DRX is to generate partially recrys-
tallized microstructures in which it is possible to find recrystallized and parent
grains together, allowing details of the misorientation relationships between the
two to be examined. In this study, we were able to track the DRX behavior from
the very early stages by performing low-speed and low area reduction ratio types
of extrusions on Mg-RE alloys, having various levels of DRX resistance. As such,
we are able to assess the relative contributions of concurrently active DRX mech-
anisms in the development of new texture components.

3.2.1 Continuous dynamic recrystallization, CDRX

The slow recrystallization kinetics in Alloy B, having the highest sum of Y, MM,
and Zn concentrations among all other alloys, and low-speed extrusion enabled us
to capture early stages of CDRX. The IPF maps of Figure 3 illustrate that CDRX
occurs in Alloy B through formation of elongated grains with <101̄0> fiber texture
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component (Figure 3(a)), which may result in a sharper fiber texture. Although
some of the present authors found the CDRX mechanism to be responsible for
texture modifications in high purity binary Mg-RE alloys,[54] this mechanism
does not seem to be influential for the experimental alloys in this study. Actually,
CDRX assisted the parent grains to rotate around their <101̄0> poles by rotation
of sub-grains, and they contribute to the <101̄0> fiber texture component in the
extruded condition, in good agreement with XRD recalculated inverse pole fig-
ures (Figure 1(b)). Rotation around [0001] occasionally took place (Figure 3(b)),
revealing the formation of sub-grains from arrays of prismatic dislocations. This
seems to be also in good agreement with the results by Hadorn et al. [43] who
reported the predominance of either [0001] or <101̄0> Taylor axes but not both
in any CDRX grain nucleation event. After the rotation of sub-grains inside the
elongated grains, wide bands of deformed grains set the stage for other restoration
mechanisms to begin.

3.2.2 Discontinuous dynamic recrystallization, DDRX

Throughout our microstructural investigations, we observed immense activity of
bulging and nucleation of recrystallized grains at the GB protrusions, which is
fully consistent with DDRX [55]. Therefore, we focus on this mechanism and its
consequent effects on texture nucleation in detail.

3.2.2.1 Nucleation sites Figures 4 and 5 depict typical misorientation profiles
and their corresponding axis/ angles. The IPF maps were taken from planes nor-
mal to ERD. The misorientation axes for all the calculated axes/angles correspond
essentially to <101̄0> with slight deviations due to the relatively trivial activity of
other slip modes [3]. The range of measured angles was ∼70 to 80 deg for in-
terfaces between bands with orientations close to [0002] / <112̄1> ‖ ERD; ∼41
to 52 deg for ones close to <112̄0> / <112̄1> ‖ ERD; ∼51 to 60 deg for ones
close to <112̄0> = <112̄3>‖ ERD and ∼21 to 24 deg for ones close to <112̄1> =
<112̄3> ‖ ERD. Assuming those interfaces to be perfectly aligned with the cor-
responding poles, the misorientation angles would be 2Θ = 61.4 deg for [0002] /
<112̄1> interface, 2Θ = 47.1 deg for <112̄1> / <112̄0>; 2Θ = 58.3 deg for <112̄0>
/ <112̄3>; 2Θ = 11.1 deg for <112̄1> / <112̄3>. Differences between the calculated
and measured angles are attributed to the misalignment between actual directions
and presumed ones. It is worth noting that the frequent presence of these bound-
aries could be rationalized by their low energy, which makes them more favorable
during dislocation recovery (see Figures 3 and 5).

Atomistic simulations have helped to explain some of the observed GBs within
experimental samples. For example, Wang and Beyerlein[56] calculated angles
for <101̄0> symmetric tilt GBs (STGB)s in Mg. Tilt angle, Θ, locate at 28.41
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Figure 4: Electron backscattered analyses in terms of (a) an image quality map and
(c) corresponding inverse pole figure maps revealing substantial bulging of a very
stable 70 to 80 deg/{<101̄0>} boundary with minimum misorientation fluctuation
along the interface. The image quality map reveals also the formation of low-angle
boundaries at the backside of most grain boundary protrusions (indicated by green
arrows). (b) The misorientation angle of these low-angle boundaries range from 2 to
10 deg indicating the occurrence of DDRX (Color figure online).
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Figure 5: Inverse pole figure maps of Alloy A extruded at 450 ◦C with 10 mm/min
ram speed revealing (a) high angle boundaries subject to recrystallization through the
bulging mechanism. The ED-mapped IPF in (b) allowed discerning grains with ori-
entations characteristic to the effect of rare earth including the RE texture (indicated
with red arrows). The IPF map illustrates the rotation of two parent grains toward the
RE-texture orientations as well as formation of several random orientations from the
same parents. The IPF map in (c) reveals two protrusions still in intermediate stages
of recrystallization as well as some protrusions that almost completed the recrys-
tallization process by developing into a grain with random orientation, which were
indicated by arrows in (b) (Color figure online).
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deg, 39.06 deg, 58.36 deg, 72.88 deg for the observed energy cusps in the excess
potential energies diagram for <101̄0> STGBs. In addition to STGBs, quite a few
asymmetric tilt boundaries have been identified for HCP structures. Bruggeman et
al. [57]. identified the potential symmetric and asymmetric tilt boundaries for ro-
tations around <101̄0>; <112̄0>; [0001] axes based on the coincidence-site lattice
(CSL) and near-CSL theory. According to this theory, in near-CSLs for <101̄0>
tilt boundaries some asymmetric structural units would possess shorter periods
than symmetric structural units, and hence, many of the <101̄0> tilt boundaries
composed of short structural units are asymmetric. The potential near-CSL <101̄0>
tilt boundaries identified by Bruggeman et al. [57] are as follows:

∑
10 with 2Θ

= 78.6+0.2
0.5 ;

∑
11 with 2Θ = 62.8+0.5

−0.1;
∑

11 with 2Θ = 35.2+0.7
−1.1;

∑
14 with 2Θ =

44.4+0.2
−0.2 and

∑
25 with. Among the actual GBs captured in the microstructures,

ones with 2Θ values of ∼70 to 80 deg, ∼51 to 60 deg, ∼41 to 52 deg, and ∼21 to
24 deg seem to fall very close to

∑
10 or (2̄114) STGB, (2̄116) STGB,

∑
14 and∑

25 near-CSL boundaries, respectively. As mentioned above, the rotation axis
was rather close to <101̄0>. Actually, the close match between the theoretical
and experimental axis/angles may suggest that the low energy of such GBs is the
reason behind their abundance. As such, they are frequently observed in Mg and
HCP microstructures, and they are the most active sites for nucleation of grains
with new orientations including RE component.

3.2.2.2 Evidence of bulging The relatively slow recrystallization kinetics in
Alloy A allowed revealing an important feature in the deformed portion of the
microstructure. Throughout the sample, GBs between parent grains display sig-
nificant serrations, which manifest as local protrusions of about 5 µm in diameter
spreading along the entire interface length (Figures 4(a) and (c)). These GB pro-
trusions correspond to bulging phenomena that have been traditionally associated
with DDRX events [3]. Close examination of many locations in Figure 4 shows
that the GB misorientation remains pretty much the same along the wavy inter-
face, indicating that the boundary misorientation is relatively stable with respect
to the action of plastic deformation (Figures 4(a) through (c)).

Traditionally, GBs act as an effective source of defects and host much of the
sub-grain formation during recovery, so their associated misorientations tend to
fluctuate. Figure 6 is a bright-field STEM image with EDAX mapping of Zn and
Y in Alloy A taken at areas adjoining a GB. These chemical analyses reveal the
segregation of Zn to the GBs. By co-segregating to GB free volume sites or sub-
stituting for Mg GB sites, Zn and Y co-segregation may lead to significant solute
drag effects. [43,44,46] Zn in classical alloys such as AZ31 or AZ61, though
added with concentrations as high as in Alloy A, does not segregate with as much
intensities. Nie et al. [46] observed in fact a strong co-segregation potential of
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Figure 6: (a) A bright-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) im-
age of a region taken near a grain boundary in Alloy A on which energy dispersive
X-ray mapping of (b) zinc, (c) yttrium revealed substantial segregation of zinc into
the boundary. Moreover, intermetallic particles seems to be rich with zinc and yttrium
after extrusion at 450 ◦C and under 10 mm/min ram speed.

Gd and Zn in Mg, which is greater than if either Zn or Gd exist in the alloy. Sim-
ilar co-segregation enhancements were observed when Ca was added atop of Zn
[49,58]. This binding effect is attributed to the atomic size effects (small: Zn) and
(large: Gd, Y) [59].

3.2.2.3 Bulging mechanism Bulging along GBs during high temperature re-
crystallization comprises two stages that are essential for describing the effect of
REEs. The first stage corresponds to the mechanisms that drive migration of the
GB, while the second stage relates to the inhomogeneity of this migration, giving
rise to the observed protrusions.

During high temperature deformation, dislocation climb and cross-slip are
common modes of recovery. It has been widely admitted that REEs of the likes of
Y and MM, when added to Mg, tend to reduce the stacking fault energy on basal
planes,[27] and hence, disrupt the ease of cross-slip and climb [20]. Inhibiting
recovery processes sets the stage for recrystallization by a range of mechanisms
including the GB migration mechanism known as strain-induced boundary migra-
tion, or SIBM [55].

TEM and STEM analyses revealed precipitates, which could contribute to the
serrated structure of the interface (Figures 7(a) and (b)). Upon migration, GB
may have advanced in the spaces between particles so its surface became bulged
around precipitates. These fine particles had long periodic hexagonal structure Mg
solid solution and cube Mg24Y5 [60]. STEM analyses also revealed particles that
were rich in Y, Zn and Al (Figures 8(a) through (d)), suggesting they correspond
to the eutectic b (FCC) phase which was identified in ternary and complex Mg-
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Figure 7: Bright-field transmission electron microscopy images of alloy A extruded
at 450 ◦C with 10 mm/min ram speed showing: (a) a low-angle grain boundary with
a local protrusion in the midst of several particles, and (b) a beta precipitate that
induces the formation of a grain boundary protrusion indicated by white arrows.
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Figure 8: (a) A bright-field transmission electron microscopy image on which en-
ergy dispersive X-ray maps of (b) Zn, (c) Al, and (d) Y revealed the abundance of
coarse b particles in Alloy A extruded at 450 ◦C with 10 mm/min ram speed.
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RE alloys to precipitate through a four stage process from a super-saturated solid
solution [61-63].

3.2.2.4 Nucleation of new orientations In this section, the slow-recrystallizing
microstructures are examined to identify early stages of nucleation events between
parent grains and their daughters. We carefully examine the misorientation rela-
tionships developing before and after the new orientations stabilize, further clari-
fying the role of GB nucleation.

The image quality map associated with the IPF map in Figure 4(a) reveals
that the GB protrusions are consistently accompanied by low-angle boundaries
forming at the backside of the crests (Figure 4(a)). Misorientation profiles across
these crest areas typically displayed in Figures 4(b) and (c) demonstrate that these
low-angle boundaries make misorientation angles evolving between 2 and 10 deg.
The gradual formation of these low-angle boundaries at the base of the crests are
clearly a trademark of the bulging-induced DDRX grain nucleation mechanism
proposed by Sitdikov and Kaibyshev [21]. These authors suggested that the pro-
cess takes place through three stages. Beginning with SIBM-induced bulging, a
subsequent confined strain localization stage promotes formation of a low-angle
boundary at the base of the protrusion, which gives rise to an unripe nucleus. Then
the process ends up with rotations that stabilize the orientation of the DDRX nu-
cleus as it traps more dislocations at the boundaries. A more detailed schematic
based on our observations throughout the extrusion process in this study is shown
in Figure 9. It is observed that pancake-shaped grains rotate around either <c>-
axis or <101̄0>; which results in formation of fairly wide bands of deformed grains
with nearly the same crystallographic orientation (Figures 9(a) and (c)). After-
wards, bulging occurs at the boundaries of deformed bands of grains leading to
nucleation of new orientations (Figures 9(d) and (e)).

The IPF maps in Figure 5 captured advanced stages of DDRX grain rotations,
leading to different orientations than that of parent grains. These mature orien-
tations are clearly ruled by the axis of rotation which ought to be defined by the
type of dislocations generated at the protrusions. Thus, the driving force during
the final GB misorientation transformation is granted by the type and density of
dislocations being captured by the protruded boundary segments. These disloca-
tions upset the atomic structure of the nucleus GBs, which induces the lattice to
rotate to lower the energy state and minimize the density of misfit and interfa-
cial disconnections [64]. Phenomenologically, the total rotation of a fresh nucleus
can be approximated to be a function of the density of dislocations trapped in the
boundaries surrounding the nucleus. Indeed, the net rotation axis/angle between
the DRX grain and nucleus could be interpreted as a total combination of GNDs
acting around the nucleus. The net Taylor/rotation axis of active dislocations (or
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Figure 9: Schematic representation of dynamic recrystallization (DRX) stages, (a)
a microstructure with a random texture prior to extrusion, (b) early stages of extru-
sion expressing immature bands of deformed grains going through rotations induced
by continuous dynamic recrystallization (CDRX), (c) formation of stable interfaces
between bands of deformed grains after the completion of CDRX, (d) initiation of
bulging and formation of low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) behind the protru-
sion that rotate due to intake of variety of geometrically necessary dislocations, (e)
formation of necklace structure comprised of DRX grains with random orientations.
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slip systems) and the net amount of rotation can be hypothesized to be an arith-
metic summation of all active slip systems [15,65].

~Tnet =
∑

i

γi
~Ti (1)

where γi is the shear strain induced by ith slip system, and ~Tnet is a vector in
the direction of the rotation axis and with a magnitude equal to the total amount
of rotation. DDRX grains with new and stable orientations (i.e., final stage in
Figure 9, and RE grains in Figure 5) were observed on interfaces of deformed
pancake-shaped grain.

For the case of RE-texture formation from a <101̄0> fiber, one can hypothesize
a simple two-stage rotation: 28 deg around [0001] direction, demonstrated by
Barrett et al. [52] to correspond to the <134̄0> twin followed by 28.6 deg around
<101̄0>. This rotation is illustrated in Figure 10(d) for the grain nuclei exhibited
in the IPF maps of Figures 10(a) through (c).

The decomposition of the RE-texture rotation into two-step rotation is strongly
supported by almost all the texture plots in Figure 1. In fact, the orientations
quit the <101̄0>‖ ED parent fiber by edging toward <112̄0> fiber and then edge
again toward the RE texture. There is actually no orientations directly lying in
between the <101̄0>‖ ED and RE-texture component. Texture plots and analyses
of the progressive rotations indicate that the rotations proceed in two steps: (1)
rotation around [0001] axis, and (2) rotations around <101̄0> leading to the final
RE texture. According to recent work by some of the authors,[52] rotations around
[0001] can create symmetric <4̄310> (28 deg) twins, so further work shall be
performed if the remaining rotation around <101̄0> is achieved by any <101̄0>
symmetric tilt twins, and whether there is a transmutation event associated with
disconnections. Although pyramidal <a> slip alone cannot explain the rotations
from the predominant <101̄0> orientation to the RE orientation, it could act in
concert with basal <a> and prismatic <a> slip (or even <c+a> slip) to bring the
local orientation to that of the RE orientation.

The two consecutive rotations would yield a net Taylor axis, which can be ap-
proximated by, [72̄5̄8] and a net rotation angle of∼40 deg. Several misorientation
axis/angle between parent and DRX grains in the IPF maps were observed to be
close to the calculated values. Two instances are represented in the inset IPF of
Figure 5(b). Such a high-index Taylor axis is not close to any of the axes known
for slip/twinning systems in Mg, and could only be a net sum of multiple rota-
tions that are correlated with the active dislocation modes and how they proceed
to relax the boundaries of the ripening nucleus [15]. We conducted a small step
size (i.e., 0.2 µm) EBSD analysis to observe the concurrent activity of dislocations
(Figure 11). Figure 11(a) shows the misorientations associated with the activity of
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Figure 10: EBSD analyses showing ED-mapped inverse pole figures revealing (a
to c) the development of orientation during recrystallization along a high angle grain
boundary by the bulging mechanism in alloy A extruded at 450 ◦C with 10 mm/min
ram speed. The rotation could be decomposed into two successive rotations as il-
lustrated in the inverse pole figure of (d). The first rotation corresponds to a 28 deg
around [0001] characteristic of {4310} twinning, which is followed by a rotation
around {<101̄0>} of various degrees characteristic of basal and <c+a> dislocations
Taylor axis. The formation of RE texture corresponds to a rotation of around 28.6
deg.
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Figure 11: (a) Inverse pole figure ED map of Alloy A extruded at 450 ◦C with ram
speed of 10 mm/min, depicting the presence of misorientations associated with the
activity of basal/<c+a> (red lines) and prismatic (black lines) dislocations activity, (b)
the corresponding kernel average misorientation (KAM) image indicating the higher
degrees of misorientations in the sites of dislocation activity (Color figure online).

basal/<c+a> and prismatic dislocations within and around the fresh DRX grains,
and their net induced rotation tallies the deviation from parent orientation. The
kernel average misorientation (KAM) map in Figure 11(b) proves that disloca-
tion activation sites commensurate with higher degrees of misorientations, which
induce rotations through relaxation into the boundaries.

However, if disconnections were active in the process of GB formation, which
is very likely to occur, their shear needs to be taken into account. For instance, if
the first rotation is effected by {134̄0} twinning due to relaxation of prismatic dis-
location arrays as identified by Barrett et al.,[52] any dislocation that persists, in
now the twin lattice, must be transmuted according to the twin shear [53,66-70].
A first inspection based on the correspondence matrix rule[71] yields a transmu-
tation of the basal and pyramidal Taylor axes <d>, to either <a>, (<a> + <d>)/2,
or <d> + <a>/2, which, strikingly, yield to the RE texture observed in the IPF
plots. It should be noted that several combinations of rotations may yield such a
net rotation, and the one discussed here is an ideal one. Hence, this mechanism is
not further developed in this paper.

In general, the spread around the RE-texture fiber could be attributed to the
starting orientation positions of the parent grains within the <101̄0> fiber. The in-
set in Figure 5(b) illustrates the initial and final positions of two parent grains and
their respective DRX grains in the IPF (indicated by RE-texture arrows in Figure
5(b)). While both parent grains lie within the RE-texture fiber, the difference re-
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main unclear. However, based on the aforementioned Taylor analyses, it is very
plausible that all of basal, prismatic, and pyramidal dislocations contribute at the
same time to the rotation of the nucleus lattice, only for the amount of absorbed
dislocations by the GBs to tally the difference.

It is important to realize that our EBSD inspections in the slowly recrystallized
alloys suggest that the contour of RE-texture intensities, measured by XRD, are
not dictated by the number fraction of corresponding grain orientations. There
is in fact a very significant number of grains with orientations substantially de-
viated from that fiber, but they remain rather small (Figure 5(b)). Grains closely
approaching the center of the RE-texture contours are usually bigger in size. In
general, the size of DRX grains scales inversely with the distance from that fiber
center. We examine this tendency further in samples extruded with higher speeds.
In general, RE texture occurs between <112̄1>‖ ED and <112̄1> ‖ ED texture
components, which is consistent with published literature [24]. Away from the
RE-texture components, the IPF maps in Figure 10 highlight some of the DRX
grains with orientations falling close to the <112̄3> ‖ ED texture component iden-
tified by XRD-measured IPFs of Alloys A and B (Figure 1). This texture would
simply arise from a more significant rotation around <101̄0> in the aforemen-
tioned two-stage rotation, suggesting higher local activity of basal/<c+a> dislo-
cations in some grains [72]. In most cases, these grains correspond to a rotation
angle of approximately ∼58 deg around <101̄0>.

To summarize the effect of RE additions on the nucleation stage, it is con-
ceived based the experimental observations that nucleation becomes more diverse
as a result of higher activity of non-basal slip modes and their recovery during
DRX accompanied by high mobility of some special boundaries,[52] though the
net rotation is dependent upon the deformation condition and chemical composi-
tion [54].

3.2.2.5 Shear banding-induced DRX Shear bands oblique to the ED were
captured in Alloy C and reported in the IPF maps of Figure 12. We were not
able to capture them prior to the development of DRX grains, which is because of
the relatively faster DRX kinetics in this alloy. Gradual rotations across the shear
band borders around [0001] axis were omnipresent, and thus indicate that these
shear bands were responsible for all recrystallization events that consumed them.
Similar to previous observation, there are significant rotations observed inside the
shear bands [73]. Few of the extruded billets showed noticeable traces of shear
banding, and most DRX occurred within the GB protrusions.
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Figure 12: Electron backscattered diffraction analyses showing inverse pole figure
ED maps of a region in Alloy C extruded at 450 ◦C under 10 mm/min ram speed,
undergoing (a) continuous dynamic recrystallization at the vicinity of the shear bands
and (b) leading to orientations falling close to the RE texture.

4 Static Annealing
The objective of post-deformation annealing was to examine if there is any com-
petition between different orientations during nuclei/grain growth that would lead
to a certain growth preference affecting the final texture. Additionally, static an-
nealing provides the partially recrystallized extrudates with sufficient diffusion
time for texture modification potential to be assessed. The heat treatments began
with isothermal soaking at 450 ◦C for either 20 or 180 minutes, and ended by wa-
ter quenching. After 20 minutes of annealing, no discernable nuclei growth was
noticed in the slowly recrystallizing Alloys A and B. However, rapidly recrystal-
lizing Alloys C and D began nuclei growth stages while the nucleation stage was
not saturated, and their microstructure was still partially recrystallized (Figure 13).
IPF plots of three different major grain size ranges reveal similar, weak textures
for all detectable ranges, indicating that no growth preferences occur during early
stages of static recrystallization (Figure 13).

After 180 minutes of annealing at 450 ◦C, grain growth is expected to oc-
cur with differences in grain growth behavior. It reveals that alloys could not all
preserve/grow the nucleated RE grains during static recrystallization (Figure 14).
The presented EBSD data in Figure 14 are selected from a series of EBSD scans
(5 to 10 scans per sample), and they best represent the texture evolutions through-
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Figure 13: Electron backscattered diffraction with (a) inverse pole figure ED map
and grain size distribution of the recrystallized portion of the microstructure of Alloy
D extruded at 450 ◦C with ram speed of 10 mm/min, and post annealed at 450 ◦C
for 20 min. Grain sizes have been partitioned into three ranges and their respective
textures are plotted in the inverse pole figures of (b to d).
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Figure 14: Electron backscattered diffraction analyses showing inverse pole figure
ED maps and their corresponding misorientation angle distribution and IPFs, taken
from typical regions of (a) Alloy A, (b) Alloy B, (c) Alloy C, and (d) Alloy D after at
450 ◦C – 10 mm/min extrusion and 450 ◦C – 3 h annealing.
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out the samples. Alloy A with higher content of Zn and no MM strengthen the
<101̄0> fiber with negligible amount of RE-oriented grains after annealing. The
RE-textured grains ended up vanishing, as the amounts of MM was too low to
sufficiently bring down the energy contrast level between GBs. Hence, they dis-
appeared during nuclei/grain growth although they were present in the dynami-
cally recrystallized microstructure resulting from high extrusion velocities (Figure
14(a)).

It is worth noting that slow recrystallization kinetics of Alloy A and B sup-
pressed static recrystallization at a temperature as high as 450 ◦C. Figure 14(b)
shows that Alloy B with MM was able to retain only small number of the RE-
oriented grains, though it displayed stronger fiber texture. The high portion of GBs
with misorientation angles less than 5 deg is due to the formation of sub-grains
during static recrystallization, as these alloys failed to express static grain growth
(Figure 14(b)). Moreover, we tried eliminating misorientation values smaller than
10 deg to better observe the misorientation distribution of high angle boundaries.
However, the misorientation profiles appeared to express nearly the same distri-
bution.

Alloy C, with high nucleation rate and a strong RE texture after extrusion,
showed substantial nuclei growth, but the RE-textured grains nearly completely
vanished after static recrystallization (Figure 14(c)). The only composition that
fully met the requirements of fast nucleation rates and optimum Zn, Y, and REE
additions for isotropic grain growth was Alloy D, and therefore, it developed a
fairly weak texture (max ntensity of 2.3 m.r.d.) after annealing (Figure 14(d)).
This is a proof that MM additions promote RE-texture persistence. The broader
distribution of misorientation angles in Alloy D after static recrystallization could
be ascribed to a more isotropic grain growth process, which may be explained by
a GB co-segregation effect that decreases the anisotropy in GB energy and mo-
bility (Figure 6). The homogeneous spectrum of misorientation angles indicate
that the lower Zn and high MM contents allowed all type of GBs to compete fa-
vorably with each other even during growth despite its high kinetics. Al-Samman
and Li [41] observed that their MM-containing alloy developed the most uniform
misorientation distribution. Their results agree well with the more uniform mis-
orientation distribution shown by Alloy D in the near fully recrystallized state in
Figure 14(d). Here, we propose that isotropic grain growth is essential for the sur-
vival of new orientations nucleated during dynamic/static recrystallization, which
intensifies texture components deviated from <101̄0> ED with higher intensities
around RE texture and renders them identifiable. The detailed explication for the
higher intensities around RE-texture component is described in another work by
some of the present authors [54].

A stark comparison between the texture of high-speed extrusion and low-speed
extrusion followed by annealing, particularly for Alloy D, reveals the key influ-
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ence of grain growth on texture modification (compare Figures 1 and 14) [74].
Either dynamic or static nuclei/grain growth, in the presence of optimum RE and
Zn addition, favor texture weakening in similar manners. In fact, regardless of
the type of growth, it is the driving force for growth of nuclei or grains that is
essential. For instance, slowly extruded Alloy D with strong fiber texture (Fig-
ure 1(d)) displayed the weakest texture intensity after it was fully recrystallized
(Figure 14(d)). Additionally, high-speed extrusion yielded more driving force for
dynamic nuclei growth, which resulted in significant texture weakening as well
(Figure 14(d)). Therefore, this observation substantiates the fact that texture mod-
ification through RE addition would not be effective unless the driving force for
growth is supplied. In other words, homogeneous growth seems to be essential, in
terms of texture modification, for the effectiveness of RE-driven randomly nucle-
ated grains.

Hence, when designing RE-containing Mg alloys, one must predict final tex-
ture of the product based on the mutual interaction of all alloying elements, Zn
and RE in particular. REEs are needed for triggering new texture components, but
if accompanied by relatively higher amount of Zn and Y, they can also slow down
the kinetics of DRX through co-segregation to GBs,[49] thus sharpening the tex-
ture by preserving the deformed parent grains in the microstructure (e.g., Alloy
B). Moreover, one may thoroughly optimize processing variables (e.g., extrusion
temperature, speed and area reduction ratio) to obtain the desired texture upon
processing.

5 Conclusions
This paper has helped clarify the mechanisms responsible for the origin of the
“RE-texture” in RE-containing magnesium alloys.

1. The RE-texture components correspond to orientations lying between <112̄1>
ED and <112̄1>‖ ED with a marked concentration close to <224̄3>‖ED.

2. The main nucleation sites of grains with these characteristic orientations of
the RE texture correspond to GB protrusions along GBs between bands of
deformed grains. GB bulging is shown to be the predominant RE-texture
nucleation mechanism. This mechanism is consistent with the widely re-
ported mechanism of DDRX. TEM in this work revealed particles at GBs
close to protrusions, which is reminiscent of particle pinning, and promotes
SIBM.

3. EBSD of the new orientations that form within the protrusions show that
they correspond to contributions from <101̄0> and [0001] rotation axes in
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the same protruded region. This is consistent with a concomitant action of
multiple slip modes.

4. Continuous DRX contributed to the formation and rotation of sub-grains
inside the bands of deformed grains, which resulted in the thickening of the
bands and texture sharpening.

5. While shear localization events were found to occur in these alloys, they
were far from having a dominant effect on the overall texture, and in all
relevant cases, bulging-induced DDRX remains the prevailing mechanism
for texture modification.

6. After static recrystallization and nuclei/grain growth, even more random
textures are attained. According to recent work,[75] this phenomenon is
consistent with REE segregation to GBs, which could alter the effective GB
energy and mobility variations among GB types. Future work should focus
on further illuminating this important aspect of RE addition on the final
texture in Mg alloys.
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